Midway Accessibility
Guidelines

Welcome to
Butler Amusements, Inc.'s Carnival Midway!

We hope you enjoy your visit.
The purpose of this Midway Guide is to assist our patrons in choosing the rides and
attractions that best suit them. There are as
many types of attractions at the Fair as there
are guest interests and abilities.

www.butleramusements.com

Zombie Carnival Minimum rider height requirement is 42” tall. Guest
must be able to transfer out of a chair into the carriage seating (straight
horizontal transfer) and sit upright.
Zoo
Minimum rider height requirement is 36”. Maximum rider height is 52”.
Guest must be able to stand alone and upright, able to climb, slide, crawl
and possess manual dexterity and physical strength.

MIDWAY CONCESSIONS
(FOOD & GAMES)
Some concessions on the Butler Amusements, Inc. Midway have either
accessible counters or supplemental counters with clipboards for transactions. If there is something that you need help with, feel free to ask.
Please come to the counter and an employee will come out to take your
order and serve you. Wheelchair accessible tables are located throughout the Midway.
All games on the Midway are games of skill, which require certain physical abilities. Multi-player race games may have removable seats to
accommodate wheelchairs. Should you require additional assistance to
participate, please let the operators know and they will assist you. For
further questions regarding game policies, please visit the Butler Amusements, Inc. office located in the Midway.

We thank you for visiting Butler Amusements, Inc.’s
Carnival Midway.

FOR YOUR SAFETY ON THE RIDES









Remain seated at all times
Keep hands and feet inside at all times
Secure all loose articles including phones
No food or drink
No smoking
No bare feet
No expectant mothers
No casts

Administrative Office
8035 Cirrus Drive, Ste. # 21-E
Beaverton, OR 97008
(503) 643-6610
Booking & Promotion Office
P.O. Box 2210
Fairfield, CA 94533
(707) 429-4788

Email: info@butleramusements.com

www.butleramusements.com

Umbrella Jet Ski Rider minimum height requirement is 36”. Maximum height for riders is 54”. Adults are not permitted to ride.
Guests will have to step up or into the ride and must be secured as
per ride’s seating arrangement.
Umbrella Roadster Minimum height requirement is 36” tall. Maximum height for riders is 54”.Adults are not permitted to ride. Guest
will have to step up or into the ride and must be secured as per
ride’s seating arrangement.
Vertigo Minimum rider height required is 48”. Guest must be able
to sit upright and unassisted in a chair with a lap bar while holding
on. Guest must have upper body strength and leg mobility.
Viper Minimum rider height requirement is 44”. Guest should be
prepared for strong forces and high speeds. Guest must be able to
be restrained by shoulder harness, sit upright and hold on. Entry
and exiting requires guests to negotiate stairs and step into ride
vehicle.
Voyager Minimum height requirement is 42”. Guests who are 3641” may ride only if accompanied by a guest 42” inches or taller.
Guest must be able to negotiate stairs while entering and exiting,
sit upright along and be secured.
Wacky Worm Coaster Minimum rider height requirement is 42”.
A guest who is 36”-41” tall must be accompanied by any adult who
meets the minimum height requirement. Guest must
be ready for strong front to back forces as well as side to side
motion. Entry and exit includes stairs. Guest must be able to be
restrained by a lap bar, hold on and possess neck strength to
endure sudden stops.
Wacky Tracks Funhouse Minimum rider height requirement is
42”. Guest must be able to walk alone and upright. Entry is relatively easy with minor distance off of the ground by ramp or stairs.
Beware of moving floors, illusions and other features which require
good physical agility.
Wave Swinger Minimum rider height requirement is 44” tall. Guest
must be able to sit upright and unassisted in a chair with a lap bar
while holding on. Guest must have upper body strength and leg
mobility.
Wet Boats Minimum rider height requirement is 30”-48”tall must
not exceed 150lbs. This ride does not accommodate adults. Guest
must be able to sit upright, balance, have good physical agility and
upper body strength. Entry requires a small amount of balance.
White Water Flume Ride Riders must be 48” tall. A guest who
measures 42” to 47” tall must be accompanied by any adult who
meets the minimum height requirement. Guest must be able to
quickly board a slow moving log flume car while it enters the loading platform on a belt. Guest must have the dexterity to step down
into the log car and straddle the seat. Guest must be able to brace
themselves utilizing foot holds as well as manual strength and
dexterity to brace themselves with hand rails. Guests may be subjected to sudden jerk starts and stops and must maintain torso
control. Guest must be able to negotiate steps while entering and
exiting ride
Windsurfer Minimum rider height requirement is 48” tall. These
are spinning rides. Guest must be able to be restrained by a lap
bar, sit upright and hold on. Guest must have upper body strength
and leg mobility and strength.
Yoyo Minimum rider height requirement is 42”. Guest must be
able to sit upright and unassisted in a chair with a lap bar while
holding on. Guest must have upper body strength and leg mobility.
Zillerator
Minimum height requirement is 48”. A guest who is 42”-47” may
ride only if accompanied by a guest 48” inches or taller. Guest
must be able to be restrained by a lap bar, sit upright and be able
to hold on. Guest must be able to climb stairs to enter and exit the
ride. Guests must have upper body strength including the ability to
withstand sudden stops.
Zipper
Minimum rider height requirement is 54”. No single
riders permitted. Guest must be able to be secured within the
restraint system. Rider must hold onto the grab bars on the inside
of the door with both hands when the ride is in motion. Guest
should be prepared for very strong forces from all directions. The
compartment is very confined. Guest should be able to sit upright
and hold on firmly.

Shake Up
Minimum rider height requirement is 52”. This ride will travel upside
down and riders will experience strong forces. Guest must be able
to be restrained by a shoulder harness, sit upright and hold on.
Entry and exit include stairs.
Starship 3000
See Gravitron for verbiage.
State Fair Fun Slide
Minimum rider height of 42”is required. No lap riding or holding
hands. Guest must be able to climb many stairs and maintain
upright posture while traveling down the slide..
Super Shot Drop Tower
Riders must be 48” or taller. Guest must be able to be restrained
by a shoulder harness and be able to hold on during this drop style
ride. Entry and exit include stairs. Guest must be able to withstand
G-forces up to 4.0.
Super Slide Minimum rider height of 42” is required. No lap riding
or holding hands. Guest must be able to climb many stairs and
maintain upright posture while traveling down the slide.
Tea Cups
Riders must be 36” or taller. Riders must be able to sit upright and
withstand moderate spinning that they themselves control with a
wheel located in the center of the teacup.
Thunderbolt
Minimum height requirement is 48”. A guest who measures 44”47” may ride only if accompanied by an adult who is 48” inches or
taller. Guest must sit upright and hold on. Entry is considered
difficult and guest must navigate stairs as well as steep sloped
walkways. Guest must navigate entry into a tilting vehicle.
Tilt A Whirl
Minimum rider height requirement is 48”. A guest who measures
36”-47” may ride only if accompanied by an adult who is 48” inches or taller. Guest should be prepared for relatively strong front to
back forces, strong side to side forces and rapidly changing turbulent forces. Guest must be able to be retrained by a lap bar, sit
upright and hold on. Entry is considered mildly difficult and is comprised of four stairs and an uneven platform.
Tommy Kangaroo
Minimum rider height requirement is 32”. Guests will have to step
up and into the ride and are seated on a bench style seat and must
be secured by a seat belt across the rid lap.
Tornado
Minimum ride height required is 48”. Guests 44’-47” tall may ride if
accompanied by an adult rider 48” or taller. This is a spinning ride.
Guest must be able to be restrained by a lap bar, sit upright and
hold on. Guest must have upper body strength and leg mobility.
Umbrella 4x4
Minimum height requirement for riders is 36”. Maximum height for
riders is 54”. Adults are not permitted to ride. Guest will have to
step up or into the ride and must be secured as per ride’s seating
arrangement.
Umbrella Corvette
Minimum height requirement for riders is 36”. Maximum height for
riders is 54”. Adults are not permitted to ride. Guest will have to
step up or into the ride and must be secured as per ride’s seating
arrangement.
Umbrella Cycle Jump
Minimum height requirement for riders is 36”. Maximum height for
riders is 54”. Adults are not permitted to ride. Guest will have to
step up or into the ride and must be secured as per ride’s seating
arrangement.
Umbrella Dune Buggies
Minimum height requirement for riders is 36”. Maximum height for
riders is 54”. Adults are not permitted to ride. Guest will have to
step up or into the ride and must be secured as per ride’s seating
arrangement.
Umbrella Jeeps
Rider minimum height requirement is 36”. Maximum height for
riders is 54”. Adults are not permitted to ride. Guest will have to
step up or into the ride and must be secured as per ride’s seating
arrangement.

Orient Express Minimum rider height requirement is 48” to ride
alone. A guest who is 36-47” may ride only if accompanied by an
adult who is 48” inches or taller. Guest must endure strong front to
back forces as well as side to side motion. Entry and exit includes
stairs. Seat compartments are small and guest must be able to
hold onto the handle bar. Guest must have strong arm and neck.
Pirates
Minimum rider height requirement is 44”. A guest who is 36”-42”
may ride only if accompanied by an adult who meets the minimum
height requirement. Guest should be able to stand alone and upright, able to climb, slide, avoid obstacles, have manual dexterity
and physical strength.
Pirate Jet Minimum rider height requirement is 36” to ride. Guest
must step up into the ride vehicle, sit completely upright and hold
onto lap bar.
Pole Position Spinning Coaster Minimum rider height requirement is 52”. Guest must be able to negotiate stairs for entry and
exit, and climb into coaster cars. Guest must be able to be restrained by a lap bar, sit upright and hold on. Guest must have
upper body strength including the ability to with stand spinning and
sudden stops.
Quad Runner Guest must measure 36”-50” tall to ride. A rider
will have to step up or into the ride and must be secured as per
ride’s seating arrangement.
Quasar
Minimum rider height requirement is 48” to ride. Guest should be
able to sit upright, unassisted and endure strong side to side motion.
Raptor
Minimum rider height requirement is 52”. Guest should be prepared
for strong forces and high speeds. Guest must be able to be restrained by a lap bar, sit upright and hold on. Entry and exiting
requires guests to negotiate stairs and step into ride vehicle.
Ring of Fire Minimum rider height required is 54”. This ride goes
upside down. Entry to the ride is moderately difficult and the guest
must use stairs to enter and exit. Guest must be able to step inside
compartments and be prepared for strong side to side and forward
and backward forces.
Rio Grande Train Minimum rider height required is 42”. Guest
must be able to duck down to enter and sit inside a compartment
with a bench seat. Guest must be able to step (approximately ten
inches from ground) into train car and sit upright.
Rockin’ Tug Minimum rider height requirement is 42”. Guest must
fit onto a small bench style seat with very narrow row access.
Guest must also be able to sit upright and hold on while the ride
operates. Rider must endure low to moderate side to side forces.
Scooters Guest must be 54” or taller. Guest should be prepared
for strong front to back forces as well as side to side motion. Guest
should be able to operate a foot pedal and steering wheel properly.
Entry is mildly difficult. Guest should have strong neck muscles.
Scrambler Minimum rider height requirement is 48”. A guest who
is 36”-47”may ride only if accompanied by an adult who is 48” or
taller. No single riders permitted. Guest must be prepared for
strong side to side forces and moderate front to back forces. Guest
must be able to be restrained by a lap bar, sit upright and possess
the physical strength to maintain correct upright posture while ride
is in motion. Specific seating arrangements are necessary for rider
safety.
Small Carousel Minimum rider height requirement is 42”. A guest
who is under the 42” height requirement must be accompanied by
an adult that meets the minimum height requirement. Guest must
hold on to the animal character and sit in an upright position. Guest
will have to step up to and off of platform to mound and exit the
ride. There may be bench seats available.

Jumping Jumbos Minimum rider height requirement is 42” to ride
alone. Riders less than 42” tall must be accompanied by an adult
who satisfied the minimum height requirement. Guest must step up
into the ride vehicle, sit completely upright and hold onto lap bar.
Jumping Jungle Fun House Minimum rider height required is 42”.
A guest who is under 42” tall must be accompanied by an adult rider
who meets the minimum height requirement. Guest must be able to
walk alone and upright. Entry is relatively easy with minor distance
off of the ground by ramp or stairs. Beware of moving floors, illusions
and other features which require good physical agility.
Jungle
Minimum rider height requirement is 42”to ride alone. A guest who is
36”-41” tall may ride only if accompanied by an adult rider 42” or
taller. Guest should be able to stand alone and upright, able to
climb, slide, avoid obstacles, have manual dexterity and physical
strength
Kid Wheel Minimum rider height requirement is 52” to ride alone.
Guest who measure 42”-51” must be accompanied by an adult who
satisfied the minimum height requirement. Guest must be able to
maneuver three steps while entering and exiting. Guest must step
into a teetering bench style seat and be restrained by a lap bar while
sitting upright. A proper riding posture is one in which the rider has
their back against the seat and holds onto the handle without assistance. Riders must use lap bar as designed (the lap bar must close.)
Kite Flyer Minimum rider height requirement is 42”. This is an elevated ride and entry requires climbing. A guest rides in a position
where they lie flat on their stomach. This ride is a spinning ride that
turns at a high rate of speed. Guest must exhibit medium arm and
great neck strength.
Lolli Swings Minimum height requirement is 42” to ride alone. A
guest who measures 36”-41” may ride only if accompanied by an
adult rider who is 42” inches or taller. Guest must be able to sit upright in a chair with a lap bar while holding on. Guest must have
upper body strength and leg mobility.
Looney Tooter Train Minimum height requirement is 36”. Guest
must be able to duck down to enter and sit inside a compartment
with a bench seat. Guest must be able to step (approximately ten
inches from ground) into train car and sit upright.
Magic Swing
Guest must be 36”-48” in order to ride. No adults permitted on the
ride. Guest must be able to negotiate one foot tall platform and sit on
a bench style seat while maintaining an upright posture and holding
onto a lap bar
Mardi Gras Minimum height requirement is 42” to ride alone. A
guest who measures 36”-41” may ride only if accompanied by an
adult rider 42” inches or taller. Guest must be able to walk alone and
upright. Entry is relatively easy with minor distance off of the ground
by ramp or stairs. Beware of moving floors, illusions and other features which require good physical agility.
Music Express Minimum rider height requirement is 48”. Guest
must be prepared for strong forces from all directions. Guest must sit
upright and hold on. Entry is considered difficult and guest must
navigate stairs as well as sloped walkways.
Nemo Swing Minimum rider height requirement is 36” tall. Maximum rider height is 48” tall. Guest must be able to sit upright unassisted on a bench style seat while holding on to lap restraint bar.
Orbiter Minimum rider height requirement is 52”.Guest should be
prepared for strong forces and high speeds. Guest must be able to
be restrained by a lap bar, sit upright and hold on. Entry and exiting
requires guests to negotiate stairs and step into ride vehicle.

Footloose
Minimum rider height requirement is 54”. This ride goes in an upside
down motion. Guest should be prepared for forward and backward
forces and must be able to sit upright and be restrained by a shoulder harness. The motion of this ride is strong. Entry to the ride requires steps and crouching into a seat.
Freak Out Minimum rider height requirement is 47”. Guest must be
able to navigate one foot or more up to ramp platform. Guest must be
able to be restrained by over the shoulder harness. Guest must be
prepared for strong forces in all directions.
Frog Hopper Minimum rider height requirement is 36”. Guest must
be able to sit upright and hold onto lap bar while ride creates a
bouncing motion.
Galaxy Swing Minimum rider height requirement is 36” and the
maximum height requirement is 48”. This ride cannot accommodate
adults. Guest must be able to negotiate one foot tall platform and sit
on a bench style seat while maintaining an upright posture and holding onto a lap bar.
Giant Scooters Minimum rider height requirement is 54”. Guest
should be prepared for strong front to back forces as well as side to
side motion. Guest should be able to operate a foot pedal and steering wheel properly. Entry is mildly difficult. Guest should have strong
neck muscles.
Giant Slide Minimum rider height requirement is 42”. No lap riding
or holding hands. Guest must be able to climb many stairs and maintain upright posture while traveling down the slide.
Giant Wheel Minimum height requirement is 48”. Riders who are
42” or taller must ride with an adult who is 48” or taller. No single
riders permitted. Guest must be able to sit upright and hold on. Entry
is considered moderately easy. Height to ramp is typically less than
one foot.
Grand Carousel Riders must be 42” or taller. Riders who measure
32”-41” ” tall must be accompanied by an adult rider who satisfies the
minimum height requirement. Guest must hold on to the animal
character and sit in an upright position. Guest will have to step up to
and off of platform to mound and exit the ride. There may be bench
seats available.
Gravitron Minimum height requirement is 48”. No wall climbing.
This is a spinning ride moving in circular movement. The guest must
be able to stand alone and upright. Entry is relatively easy and includes three steps.
Happy Swings Minimum height requirement is 36”. No adult riders
permitted. Guest must be able to sit upright and hold onto lap bar
while ride creates a moderate to and fro swinging motion.
Haywire Minimum height requirement is 48”. A Guest who
measures 36”-47”may ride only if accompanied by an adult who is
48” or taller. No single riders permitted. Guest must be prepared for
strong side to side forces and moderate front to back forces. Guest
must be able to be restrained by a lap bar, sit upright and possess
the physical strength to maintain correct upright posture while ride is
in motion. Specific seating arrangements are necessary for rider
safety.
Himalaya/ Hawaiian Express Minimum height requirement is 54”.
Guest must be prepared for strong forces from all directions. Guest
must sit upright and hold on. Entry is considered difficult and guest
must navigate stairs as well as steep sloped walkways.
Hot Rods Minimum height requirement for riders is 36”. Adults are
not permitted to ride. Guests will have to step up or into the ride and
must be secured as per ride’s seating arrangement.
Jump Around
Minimum height requirement for riders is 36”. Guest must step up
into the ride vehicle, sit completely upright and hold onto lap bar.

Crazy Train
Minimum height requirement for riders is 54”. Guest will experience
rotation sideways while simultaneously moving forward in a loop.
Crown Merry Go Round
Minimum rider height requirement is 42”. A guest who is under the
42” height requirement must be accompanied by an adult that meets
the minimum height requirement. Guest must hold on to the animal
character and sit in an upright position. Guest will have to step up to
and off of platform to mound and exit the ride. There may be bench
seats available
Cyclone Minimum height requirement for riders is 48”. The rate at
which the ride spins is in part controlled by the rider. Guest must be
able to be restrained by a lap bar, sit upright and hold on. Guest must
have upper body strength and leg mobility and strength.
Dinosaurs Minimum height requirement for riders is 42”. Maximum
height is 56”. Guest must step up into the ride vehicle, sit completely
upright and hold onto lap bar.
Dizzy Dragon Riders must be 42” or taller. A guest 36”-41” tall may
ride if accompanied by an adult guest who is 42” or taller. Guest must
be able to sit upright and withstand moderate spinning motion. Entry
into the seating requires negotiating elevated steps. Guest can control the ride compartment spinning in a circular direction as the entire
ride rotates.
Dragon Wagon Riders must be a minimum of 48” and a maximum
of 56” tall. A guest must endure strong front to back forces as well as
side to side motion. Entry and exit includes stairs. Seat compartments are small and guest must be able to hold onto the handle bar.
Guest must have strong arm and neck.
Eagle 16 Minimum height requirement for riders is 48”. A guest
between 42”-47” may ride with an adult who is 48” or taller. No single
riders permitted. No rocking of tubs. Guest must be able to be restrained by a lap bar, sit upright and hold on. Entry is considered
moderately easy (stair steps to seating platform). A proper riding
posture is one in which the rider has its back against the seat and
holds onto the handle bar without assistance. Riders must use lap
bar as designed (the lap bar must close).
Energy Storm Minimum height requirement for riders is 57”.Guest
must be prepared for strong forces and very high speeds. Guest
must be able to be restrained by and over the shoulder harness, sit
upright and hold on. Guest must be able to maneuver stairs and step
into carnival vehicles.
ExScream Machine Minimum rider height requirement is 48”. A
guest must be able to be restrained by a lap bar, sit upright and be
able to hold on. Guest must be able to climb stairs to enter and exit
the ride. Guest must have upper body strength including the ability to
withstand sudden stops.
Firehouse
Minimum rider height requirement is 42”to ride alone. A guest who is
42”-56” tall may ride only if accompanied by an adult rider 42” or
taller. Guest should be able to stand alone and upright, able to climb,
slide, avoid obstacles, have manual dexterity and physical strength.
Fire Ball/ Mega Flip Minimum rider height requirement is 54”. A
guest must be able to navigate one foot or more up to ramp platform.
Guest must be able to be restrained by over the shoulder harness.
Guest must be prepared for strong forces in all directions.
First Squadron Minimum rider height requirement is 42” or taller to
ride alone. A guest who measures between 36”-41” may ride with an
adult who measures 42” or taller. Guest must be able to sit upright
and possess medium upper body strength. Entry is comprised of four
stairs and guest must be able to crouch into a seating area.
Flying Bobs Minimum rider height requirement is 48”. Guest must
be prepared for strong forces from all directions. Guests must sit
upright and hold on. Entry is considered difficult and guest must
navigate stairs as well as steep sloped walkways. Guest must navigate entry into a tilting vehicle.

RIDE ADMISSION POLICY
In cases where Butler Amusements, Inc. personnel determine that an
individual guest’s safety or the safety of other guests will be compromised by admitting that individual to a ride, access to the ride may be
denied. Guest cooperation and understanding is appreciated in the
event access to a ride is restricted. Access will only be restricted if
we believe a guest’s safety or the safety of others on or around the
ride will be compromised.
Only a select number of the following rides will be at any one location.
These rider requirements are set by the ride manufacturer of each
ride and are accepted as the minimum safety standard.

INDIVIDUAL RIDE & ATTRACTION GUIDELINES
1001/ Rock Star Guest must be 48” or taller to ride. Guest should be
prepared for strong forces from all directions. This ride requires manual dexterity and physical strength to maintain required passenger
position. Size restrictions apply regarding molded plastic seat width
and size of leg holes.
Airport 8 Guest must be 42” or taller to ride alone. A guest who
measures 36” or taller may ride if accompanied by an adult rider 52”
or taller. Guest must step up into the ride vehicle, sit upright and hold
onto the lap bar.
Alien Invasion
Minimum height requirement is 48”. No wall climbing. This is a spinning ride moving in circular movement. The guest must be able to
stand alone and upright. Entry is relatively easy and includes three
steps.
Atlantis
Minimum height requirement is 36”. Guest must be able to stand
alone and upright, able to climb, slide, crawl and possess manual
dexterity and physical strength.
Balloon Samba Guest must be 42” or taller to ride alone. Guest
should be able to sit upright and hold on. There is no lap bar. Entry
requires guest to step up two feet into the small gondola. This ride
spins at the guests’ discretion.
Bear Affair Guest must be 42” or taller to ride alone. A guest who is
36” or taller may ride if accompanied by an adult 42” or taller. Guest
must be able to sit upright and withstand moderate spinning motion.
Entry into the seating requires negotiating elevated steps. Guest can
control the ride compartment spinning in a circular direction as the
entire ride rotates.
Berry Go Round Guest must be 42” or taller to ride alone. A guest
who measures 36” or taller may ride if accompanied by an adult who
is 42” or taller. Guest must be able to sit upright and withstand moderate spinning motion. Entry into the seating requires negotiating elevated steps. Guest can control the ride compartment spinning in a circular direction as the entire ride rotates.
Big Foot Trucks Guest must be 36” or taller. Guest should be able
to sit upright and hold on. There is no lap bar. Entry requires guest to
step up approximately one foot into the small vehicle.
Big Top/ Time Portal Funhouse Guest must be 48” or taller. Guest
must be able to walk alone and upright. Entry is relatively easy with
minor distance off of the ground by ramp or stairs. Beware of moving
floors, illusions and other features which require good physical agility.
Century Carousel Minimum guest height requirement is 42”. A guest
who is under the 42” height requirement must be accompanied by an
adult that meets the minimum height requirement. Guest must hold on
to the animal character and sit in an upright position. Guest will have
to step up to and off of platform to mound and exit the ride. There may
be bench seats available.
Century Wheel Minimum rider height required is 52”. A guest who is
42”-51” or taller.No single riders permitted. Guest must be able to sit
upright and hold on. Entry is considered moderately easy. Height to
ramp is typically less than one foot.
Chopper Hopper Minimum guest height requirement is 42”.
A
guest who measures 36”-41” may ride if accompanied by an adult
rider 42” or taller. A guest must be able to sit upright and possess
medium upper body strength. Entry is comprised of four stairs and
guest must be able to crouch into a seating area.
Cliff Hanger Minimum guest height requirement is 48”. This is an
elevated ride and entry requires climbing. Guests ride in a position
where they lie flat on their stomach. This ride is a spinning ride that
turns at a high rate of speed. Guest must exhibit medium arm and
great neck strength.

GENERAL GUIDELINES
1. Please observe all signs and comply with ride operator instructions. Please review any height restrictions and ride rules to help
you comply.
2. Before embarking on a ride or attraction: Observe the speed,
height and motion of each ride or attraction. Do not participate on
a ride or attraction unless you and anyone you are assisting has
the ability to do so safely.
3. Food, drinks and smoking are not permitted on rides, nor are
sharp or pointed objects. Secure all loose objects, including cell
phones, and items of clothing before embarking on the ride or
attraction.
4. You know best the state of your health, physical, cognitive and
emotional abilities. Be personally responsible by not participating
in any activity that could harm your health or an activity that you
currently may not be able to safely enjoy. Considerations include,
but are not limited to, your heart health, high blood pressure, neck,
back or bone health, nervous system condition, recent surgery,
illness, medications that may affect cognition, physical abilities and
mobility, seizure, dizziness, motion sickness, or any other ailment
that the carnival ride or attraction may aggravate or which may
interfere with your ability to safely evacuate from a ride in the
event of an emergency.
5. Pregnant women are advised not to participate on rides.
6. Persons under the age of two years old are advised not to
participate on rides.
7. Observe and utilize all passenger restraint devices including
holding on. Please wait for ride operators to open or close lap
bars or passenger restraints. If you cannot be comfortably restrained or cannot hold on, please advise the ride operator and
disembark from the ride. If the ride operator cannot properly
restrain you utilizing the safety restraint system of a ride, then the
ride operator may instruct you to disembark from the ride. This
instruction is for your own safety, as well as the safety of others.
Please cooperate with the ride operator’s instructions.
8. Secure all ride passes and wristbands as there are no refunds
or exchanges if lost or stolen.
9. Be cautious approaching and leaving carnival rides, there are
many different types of surfaces in the area. Upon exiting rides
and attractions, you may be light headed, dizzy or encounter a
surface you don’t remember.
10. With safety as our first priority, our personnel may restrict a
guest from embarking on a ride if we determine that the guest’s
safety, or the safety of other guests may be compromised by
allowing that guest on that ride. All rides have height restrictions.
Some rides have no solo rider restrictions and other characteristics that raise safety concerns that require us to place additional
requirements on any ride to ensure guest safety. In imposing any
additional requirements, the desire is to maximize guest participation, without compromising safety. Access criteria is based upon
each guest’s ability to utilize all safety restraints and devices as
designed, maintain proper riding posture throughout the course of
the ride and understand and execute any emergency protocol
unique to the particular characteristics of each ride. Each guest
must realize that, however remote, there is always the possibility
that an emergency situation could arise that could necessitate
evacuation from a ride or ride area. This may require the guest to
physically remove him or herself from a ride. While these situations are rare, each guest must be aware of the risk and exercise
good judgment on his or her own behalf before boarding any ride.
In general, each guest must be able to board and exit (including in
the event of an emergency exit) each ride independently or with
the assistance of a capable ride companion.
11. Assistive animals, including seeing eye dogs, mobility assistance dogs and sensory or emotional assistance animals are
welcome on specific parts of the Midway. They are permitted in all
pedestrian circulation areas, concessions, games, assembly and
exhibition areas but are not permitted on the carnival rides. In
addition, our personnel are neither trained nor permitted to attend
to assistive animals while their owners go on the carnival rides.
12. If assistance is required or if guests have questions please
contact our customer service office which is located on the Carnival Midway. A Butler Amusements, Inc. employee will be happy to
direct you.

